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In the experimental campaign in· 2000 
where high heating power was injected up to 6 
MW, pressure driven modes sometimes exhibited 
peculiar nonlinear evolutions and appreciably 
affected the plasma confinement on a certain 
discharge condition. It is important to perform 
detailed studies of nonlinear behaviours of the 
pressure driven instabilities excited near the edge 
and core plasma regions. 
When one NBI pulse is occasionally turned 
off or the electron density is linearly increased up 
to relatively high value (~5-6 x1019m-3) by gas 
puffing, the instabilities rapidly grow and suddenly 
saturate within 1-2 ms. A typical discharge where 
the Edge localized Harmonic Modes (EHM) are 
excited is shown in Fig. I. A typical frequency 
spectrum of magnetic fluctuations is shown in 
Fig.2. At least, 5th harmonics are clearly seen in 
the frequency range less than 10 kHz. The 
toroidal (n) and peloidal (m) mode numbers for the 
fundamental mode with the lowest frequency 
(f=f0~1.2 kHz at t=l.89 s) are evaluated to be n=3 
and m=2 using a magnetic probe array. Soft X-
ray (SX -) detector array also detects the 
fluctuations and provides the information of m=2. 
Moreover, the SX- fluctuations are localized near 
the plasma edge (R > 4.1 m and R < 3.3 m). The 
relevant rational surface of the rotational transform 
llq=3/2 is located just outside the last closed flux 
surface(LCFS) or inside the ergodic layer. The 
EHMs slightly but clearly decrease the plasma 
stored energy by ~3% (Fig.1). In the phase that 
EHMs persist, the other satellites having the 
frequencies of f/2, 3f/2, 5f/2 and so on are often 
excited(Fig.2). Note that these modes are very 
similar to the so-called edge harmonic 
oscillations(EHO) during so-called quiescent 
double barrier(QDB-) regime in DIII-D[l]. 
In some cases with high heating power up 
to 6 MW where <Pt> is only ~0.6%, the EHMs 
exhibit bursting character and transiently depress 
the SX-signals from <r>/<a> ~0.5 to ~1 (Fig.3). 
The bursting EHMs appreciably decrease the 
stored energy Wp and transiently degrade the 
energy confinement time by up to 20% . The 
bursting EHMs of f~6 kHz have n=4 and m=3. 
When resonant helical field perturbations 
dominated by the m= lin= 1 Fourier component is 
externally applied using so-called Local Island 
Divertor (LID) coils so that an existing m=l/n=l 
island should be suppressed, the bursting character 
of EHMs are clearly suppressed and Wp is 
smoothly increased. This might be caused by slight 
reduction in the pressure gradient near llq=3/2 
surface through suppression of m=1/n= 1 island. 
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Fig.l Discharge waveform with EHM- . 
fluctuations where PN81-3.2 MW. SX-signals from 
r/a-0.5 to ~ 1 are shown. 
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Fig.2 Frequency spectrum of magnetic 
fluctuations in the time window of 1.894-1.896 s. 
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Fig.3 High power heating plasma with bursting 
EHMs, where ICRF power of 1.9 MW is 
injected in an NBI heated phase and total heating 
power is 5.6 MW. 
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